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Khaled Hosseini is one of the most widely read and beloved novelists in the world. His novels
have sold more than 38 million copies worldwide. Now, six years after A Thousand Splendid
Suns debuted at #1, spending fourteen consecutive weeks at #1 and nearly a full year on the
hardcover list, Hosseini returns with a book that is broader in scope and setting than anything
he's ever written before. A multigenerational-family story revolving around brothers and sisters,
it is an emotional, provocative, and unforgettable novel about how we love, how we take care
of one another, and how the choices we make resonate through generations. With profound
wisdom, insight and compassion, Hosseini demonstrates once again his deeply felt
understanding of the bonds that define us and shape our lives—and of what it means to be
human.
Soon to be a major motion picture starring John Cusack! Mr. Quark is a down-on-his luck potsmuggler hiding out in the mountains of Colombia with his dog, High Pockets, and a small
band of banditos led by the irascible Jose. Only months before, these three and their fearless
associates were rolling in millions in cash and high-grade marijuana, eluding prosecution on
“ridiculously false” drug and terrorism charges. But times have quickly grown lean, and to liven
up their exile, Jose decides to mug a family of American tourists. Among the spoils are physics
texts, which launch Mr. Quark on a side-splitting, boisterous adventure north to California,
where he confronts the owner of the books with his own theories on relativity, the nature of the
universe, and looking for the meaning of life in all the wrong places….
An instant national bestseller, this stunningly evocative, beautifully rendered story told in the
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voice of Ernest Hemingway's first wife, Hadley, has the same power and historical richness
that made Loving Frank a bestseller. No twentieth-century American writer has captured the
popular imagination as much as Ernest Hemingway. This novel tells his story from a unique
point of view - that of his first wife, Hadley. Through her eyes and voice, we experience Paris of
the Lost Generation and meet fascinating characters such as Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald,
Gertrude Stein, Ezra Pound, and Gerald and Sara Murphy. The city and its inhabitants provide
a vivid backdrop to this engrossing and wrenching story of love and betrayal that is made all
the more poignant knowing that, in the end, Hemingway would write of his first wife, "I wish I
had died before I loved anyone but her."
A riveting and powerful story of an unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and an indestructible
love
“Apowerful meditation on the undying nature of love and the often cruel beauty ofone’s own
fate. This is a novel you simply must read!” —Andre Dubus III, New York Times bestselling
author of Townie FromSimon Van Booy, the award-winning author of LoveBegins in Winter
and The Secret Lives of People in Love, comesa debut novel of longing and discovery amidst
the ruins of Athens. Withechoes of Nicole Krauss’s The History of Love and CharlesBaxter’s
The Feast of Love, Van Booy’sresonant tale of threeisolated, disaffected adults discovering
one another in Greece is thecompelling product of an inquisitive, visionary talent. In the words
of RobertOlen Butler, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of A Good Scent from a StrangeMountain,
“Simon Van Booy knows a great deal about the complex longings of thehuman heart.”
From the no. 1 bestselling author of The Kite Runner and A Thousand Splendid Suns, the book
that readers everywhere have been waiting for: his first novel in six years.
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Here We Are is a heart-wrenching memoir about an immigrant family's American Dream, the
justice system that took it away, and the daughter who fought to get it back, from NPR
correspondent Aarti Namdev Shahani. The Shahanis came to Queens—from India, by way of
Casablanca—in the 1980s. They were undocumented for a few unsteady years and then, with
the arrival of their green cards, they thought they'd made it. This is the story of how they did,
and didn't; the unforeseen obstacles that propelled them into years of disillusionment and
heartbreak; and the strength of a family determined to stay together. Here We Are: American
Dreams, American Nightmares follows the lives of Aarti, the precocious scholarship kid at one
of Manhattan's most elite prep schools, and her dad, the shopkeeper who mistakenly sells
watches and calculators to the notorious Cali drug cartel. Together, the two represent the
extremes that coexist in our country, even within a single family, and a truth about immigrants
that gets lost in the headlines. It isn’t a matter of good or evil; it's complicated. Ultimately, Here
We Are is a coming-of-age story, a love letter from an outspoken modern daughter to her softspoken Old World father. She never expected they'd become best friends.
Real Life Drama is the classic history of the remarkable group that revitalized American theater
in the 1930s by engaging urgent social and moral issues that still resonate today. Born in the
turbulent decade of the Depression, the Group Theatre revolutionized American arts. Wendy
Smith's dramatic narrative brings the influential troupe and its founders to life once again,
capturing their joys and pains, their triumphs and defeats. Filled with fresh insights into the
towering personalities of Harold Clurman, Lee Strasberg, Cheryl Crawford, Elia Kazan, Clifford
Odets, Stella and Luther Adler, Karl Malden, and Lee J. Cobb, among many others, Real Life
Drama chronicles a passionate community of idealists as they opened a new frontier in theater.
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From the Man Booker Prize longlisted author of My Name is Lucy Barton Two brothers'
lives are irrevocably altered when their 19-year-old nephew is embroiled in a scandal of
his own making Haunted by the freak accident that killed their father when they were
children, Jim and Bob Burgess escaped from their Maine hometown of Shirley Falls for
New York City as soon as they possibly could. Jim, a sleek, successful corporate
lawyer, has belittled his bighearted brother their whole lives, and Bob, a legal aid
attorney who idolises Jim, has always taken it in his stride. But their long-standing
dynamic is upended when their sister, Susan - the sibling who stayed behind - urgently
calls them home. Her lonely teenage son, Zach, has landed himself into a world of
trouble, and Susan desperately needs their help. And so the Burgess brothers return to
the landscape of their childhood, where the long-buried tensions that have shaped and
shadowed their relationship begin to surface in unexpected ways that will change them
forever. * 'Strout animates the ordinary with an astonishing force' The New Yorker * 'As
perfect a novel as you will ever read' Evening Standard on Olive Kitteridge * 'A novel of
shining integrity and humour, about the bravery and hard choices of what is called
ordinary life' Alice Munro on Amy & Isabelle Visit the author's website:
www.elizabethstrout.com
Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-fighting
tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help him. But neither of the boys
can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon, an event that is to shatter their
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lives. After the Russians invade and the family is forced to flee to America, Amir
realises that one day he must return to Afghanistan under Taliban rule to find the one
thing that his new world cannot grant him: redemption.
Summary of And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini | Conversation Starters
And the Mountains Echoed is a book about war and its long-term, widely-felt effects. It
shows how circumstances can affect the lives of people who are unaware of how their
lives and futures will be shaped by events that take place far away from them. Abdullah
and Pari live in a small village in Afghanistan and when food gets scarce, Pari is sold off
to a wealthy woman. This leads to a chain of events that affects people in far-flung
areas such as Afghanistan, France, Greece, and America. And the Mountains Echoed
is, at its core, a heart-wrenching story about families that are dealing with tough
circumstances and having to make tough choices... A Brief Look Inside: EVERY GOOD
BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The
characters and their world come alive, and the characters and its world still live on.
Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the
surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on. These questions can be
used to... Create Hours of Conversation: * Promote an atmosphere of discussion for
groups * Foster a deeper understanding of the book * Assist in the study of the book,
either individually or corporately * Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen
before Disclaimer: This book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource meant
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to supplement the original book. If you have not yet read the original book, we
encourage to do before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starter.
A NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS' CHOICE “A strange and tender parable . . . All of
Edward Carey's work is profound and delightful.” —Max Porter, author of Lanny The
ingenious storyteller Edward Carey returns to reimagine a time-honored fable: the story
of an impatient father, a rebellious son, and a watery path to forgiveness for the young
man known as Pinocchio In the small Tuscan town of Collodi, a lonely woodcarver
longs for the companionship of a son. One day, “as if the wood commanded me,”
Giuseppe—better known as Geppetto—carves for himself a pinewood boy, a marionette
he hopes to take on tour worldwide. But when his handsome new creation comes
magically to life, Geppetto screams . . . and the boy, Pinocchio, leaps from his arms
and escapes into the night. Though he returns the next day, the wily boy torments his
father, challenging his authority and making up stories—whereupon his nose, the very
nose his father carved, grows before his eyes like an antler. When the boy disappears
after one last fight, the father follows a rumor to the coast and out into the sea, where
he is swallowed by a great fish—and consumed by guilt. He hunkers in the creature’s
belly awaiting the day when he will reconcile with the son he drove away. With all the
charm, atmosphere, and emotional depth for which Edward Carey is known—and
featuring his trademark fantastical illustrations—The Swallowed Man is a parable of
parenthood, loss, and letting go, from a creative mind on a par with Gregory Maguire,
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Neil Gaiman, and Tim Burton.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER | SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE
“It was a beautiful, breezy, yellow-and-green afternoon. . . . ” This is how Abby
Whitshank always describes the day she fell in love with Red in July 1959. The
Whitshanks are one of those families that radiate an indefinable kind of specialness, but
like all families, their stories reveal only part of the picture: Abby and Red and their four
grown children have accumulated not only tender moments, laughter, and celebrations,
but also jealousies, disappointments, and carefully guarded secrets. From Red’s
parents, newly arrived in Baltimore in the 1920s, to the grandchildren carrying the
Whitshank legacy boisterously into the twenty-first century, here are four generations of
lives unfolding in and around the sprawling, lovingly worn house that has always been
their anchor. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY PEOPLE
AND USA TODAY | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • NPR • Chicago Tribune • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The Telegraph
• BookPage
By the author of LOOK WHO'S BACK, a radical and bold satire in inequitable times.
"Whizz-bang energy and gleeful imaginative savagery" Sam Leith, Guardian "More than
mere satire, it's a book that engages deeply" Alex Preston, Financial Times "An
immensely enjoyable read" Daniel Hahn, Spectator "A caustic, clever satire with a
powerful emotional core" Becky Long, Irish Times "Satirical, sharp, believable . . .
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Brilliant" Rick O'Shea, RTE REFUGEE CAMPS IN AFRICA ARE SWELLING And
Europe has closed its borders. The refugees have no future, no hope, and no money to
pay the vast sums now demanded by people smugglers. The only thing they have is
time. AND THEN AN ANGEL ARRIVES FROM REALITY T.V. When model and star
presenter Nadeche Hackenbusch comes to film at the largest of the camps, one young
refugee sees a unique opportunity: to organise a march to Europe, in full view of the
media. Viewers are gripped as the vast convoy moves closer, but the far right in
Germany is regrouping and the government is at a loss. Which country will halt the
refugees in their tracks? THE HUNGRY AND THE FAT A devastating, close-to-theknuckle satire about the haves and have-nots in our divided world by one of Europe's
finest and most perceptive writers. Translated from the German by Jamie Bulloch
Khaled Hosseini, the N 1 New York Times-bestselling author of The Kite Runner and A
Thousand Splendid Suns, has written a new novel about how we love, how we take
care of one another, and how the choices we make resonate through generations. In
this tale revolving around not just parents and children but brothers and sisters, cousins
and caretakers, Hosseini explores the many ways in which families nurture, wound,
betray, honor, and sacrifice for one another; and how often we are surprised by the
actions of those closest to us, at the times that matter most. Following its characters
and the ramifications of their lives and choices and loves around the globe-from Kabul
to Paris to San Francisco to the Greek island of Tinos-the story expands gradually
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outward, becoming more emotionally complex and powerful with each turning page."
Did you know in 2006, Hosseini was given a humanitarian award from the United
Nations Refugee Agency? Or, did you know one book that really influenced Hosseini's
writing and career is "Grapes of Wrath"? What are the amazingly true facts behind And
the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini? Do you want to know the golden nuggets of
facts readers love? If you've enjoyed the book, then this will be a must read delight for
you! Collected for readers everywhere are 101 book facts about the book & author that
are fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true to keep you laughing and learning as you
read through the book! Tips & Tricks to Enhance Reading Experience • Enter "G Whiz"
after your favorite title to see if publication exists! ie) Harry Potter G Whiz • Enter "G
Whiz 101" to search for entire catalogue! • If not found, request to have your choice
created by using form on our website! • Combine your favorite titles to receive bundle
coupons! • And, write a review when you're done to hop on the list of contributors! “Get
ready for fun, down-to-earth, and amazingly true facts that keeps you learning as you
read through the book” - G Whiz DISCLAIMER: Although the Author and Publisher
strived to be accurate and verify all contributions by readers, due to the nature of
research this publication should not be deemed as an authoritative source and no
content should be used for citation purposes. All facts come with source URLS for
further reading. This publication is meant for entertainment purposes to provide the best
collection of facts possible. Refined and tested for quality, we provide a 100%
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satisfaction guarantee or your money back.
ONE OF NPR’S BEST BOOKS OF 2019 From the award-winning author of Together Tea—a
debut novel hailed as “compassionate, funny, and wise” by Jill Davis, bestselling author of
Girls’ Poker Night—comes a powerful love story exploring loss, reconciliation, and the quirks of
fate. Roya is a dreamy, idealistic teenager living in 1953 Tehran who, amidst the political
upheaval of the time, finds a literary oasis in kindly Mr. Fakhri’s neighborhood book and
stationery shop. She always feels safe in his dusty store, overflowing with fountain pens, shiny
ink bottles, and thick pads of soft writing paper. When Mr. Fakhri, with a keen instinct for a
budding romance, introduces Roya to his other favorite customer—handsome Bahman, who
has a burning passion for justice and a love for Rumi’s poetry—she loses her heart at once.
And, as their romance blossoms, the modest little stationery shop remains their favorite place
in all of Tehran. A few short months later, on the eve of their marriage, Roya agrees to meet
Bahman at the town square, but suddenly, violence erupts—a result of the coup d’etat that
forever changes their country’s future. In the chaos, Bahman never shows. For weeks, Roya
tries desperately to contact him, but her efforts are fruitless. With a sorrowful heart, she resigns
herself to never seeing him again. Until, more than sixty years later, an accident of fate leads
her back to Bahman and offers her a chance to ask him the questions that have haunted her
for more than half a century: Why did he leave? Where did he go? How was he able to forget
her? The Stationery Shop is a beautiful and timely exploration of devastating loss, unbreakable
family bonds, and the overwhelming power of love.
Police chief Jesse Stone tackles a disturbing case that hits right at the heart of the Paradise
police force. Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in rehab, and the road to recovery is
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immediately made bumpy by a series of disturbing and apparently racially motivated crimes,
beginning with the murder of an African American woman. Then, Jesse's own deputy
Alisha--the first black woman hired by the Paradise police force--becomes the target of a
sophisticated frame-up. As he and his team work tirelessly to unravel the truth, he has to
wonder if this is just one part of an even grander plot, one with an end game more destructive
than any of them can imagine. At the same time, a mysterious young man named Cole Slayton
rolls into town with a chip on his shoulder and a problem with authority--namely, Jesse. Yet,
something about the angry twenty-something appeals to Jesse, and he takes Cole under his
wing. But there's more to him than meets the eye, and his secrets might change Jesse's life
forever.
When Lewis Banfield's new bride, an artist's model and free-spirited modern woman, is
poisoned, Mrs. Jeffries and the household, employing their keen skills of detection, help
Inspector Witherspoon solve this tragic crime. Original. 30,000 first printing.
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • Colum McCann’s beloved novel inspired by Philippe
Petit’s daring high-wire stunt, which is also depicted in the film The Walk starring Joseph
Gordon-Levitt In the dawning light of a late-summer morning, the people of lower Manhattan
stand hushed, staring up in disbelief at the Twin Towers. It is August 1974, and a mysterious
tightrope walker is running, dancing, leaping between the towers, suspended a quarter mile
above the ground. In the streets below, a slew of ordinary lives become extraordinary in
bestselling novelist Colum McCann’s stunningly intricate portrait of a city and its people. Let
the Great World Spin is the critically acclaimed author’s most ambitious novel yet: a dazzlingly
rich vision of the pain, loveliness, mystery, and promise of New York City in the 1970s.
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Corrigan, a radical young Irish monk, struggles with his own demons as he lives among the
prostitutes in the middle of the burning Bronx. A group of mothers gather in a Park Avenue
apartment to mourn their sons who died in Vietnam, only to discover just how much divides
them even in grief. A young artist finds herself at the scene of a hit-and-run that sends her own
life careening sideways. Tillie, a thirty-eight-year-old grandmother, turns tricks alongside her
teenage daughter, determined not only to take care of her family but to prove her own worth.
Elegantly weaving together these and other seemingly disparate lives, McCann’s powerful
allegory comes alive in the unforgettable voices of the city’s people, unexpectedly drawn
together by hope, beauty, and the “artistic crime of the century.” A sweeping and radical social
novel, Let the Great World Spin captures the spirit of America in a time of transition,
extraordinary promise, and, in hindsight, heartbreaking innocence. Hailed as a “fiercely original
talent” (San Francisco Chronicle), award-winning novelist McCann has delivered a
triumphantly American masterpiece that awakens in us a sense of what the novel can achieve,
confront, and even heal. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Colum McCann’s
TransAtlantic. “This is a gorgeous book, multilayered and deeply felt, and it’s a damned lot of
fun to read, too. Leave it to an Irishman to write one of the greatest-ever novels about New
York. There’s so much passion and humor and pure lifeforce on every page of Let the Great
World Spin that you’ll find yourself giddy, dizzy, overwhelmed.”—Dave Eggers “Stunning . . .
[an] elegiac glimpse of hope . . . It’s a novel rooted firmly in time and place. It vividly captures
New York at its worst and best. But it transcends all that. In the end, it’s a novel about
families—the ones we’re born into and the ones we make for ourselves.”—USA Today
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
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The fantasy novel you've always wished Jane Austen had written Shades of Milk and Honey is
exactly what we could expect from Jane Austen if she had been a fantasy writer: Pride and
Prejudice meets Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norrell. It is an intimate portrait of a woman, Jane,
and her quest for love in a world where the manipulation of glamour is considered an essential
skill for a lady of quality. Jane and her sister Melody vie for the attentions of eligible men, and
while Jane's skill with glamour is remarkable, it is her sister who is fair of face. When Jane
realizes that one of Melody's suitors is set on taking advantage of her sister for the sake of her
dowry, she pushes her skills to the limit of what her body can withstand in order to set things
right-and, in the process, accidentally wanders into a love story of her own. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
WARNING: PLEASE bear in mind that this book is a SUMMARY BOOK of 'And the Mountains
Echoed', NOT the full book! Welcome to 'EasytoDigest' chapter by chapter SUMMARY,
REVIEW and ANALYSIS of 'And the Mountains Echoed' by Khaled Hosseini... INSIDE you will
find: - Book overview - A little bit about the author section - Chapter by chapter summary and
review - Character involvement discussion - What emotional issues are raised EACH
CHAPTER - What discoveries are made EACH CHAPTER - SIMPLE BUT EFFECTIVE 'BOOK
CLUB' QUESTIONS - Overall book review Take a look through our SIMPLE yet EFFECTIVE
book review/summary/analysis to decide whether you want to buy the book, OR if you have
read the book already, our EXPERT summaries will refresh your memory and help you pick up
anything you missed! The summary is IDEAL for BOOK CLUB PARTIES and comes with
chapter by chapter questions that are bound to start healthy discussions and discover the book
in a whole new, beautiful way! - No need to reread the book, EVERYTHING gets covered Page 13/24
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EVERYTHING covered in a short but accurate summary - Bulletpoints and EASY layout allow
for a QUICK read - ZERO BS - ZERO FILLER! - An enjoyable, FUN read of a GREAT novel,
You MUST take a look at our summary guide. We get STRAIGHT to the main issues in each
chapter, no BS or FILLER - just pure GOLD from the GO. The summary guide is ideal for
people looking to buy the book, and those who have already bought the book. Of course, since
it's a summary, there will be spoilers inside! Have fun! Book party ahoy! EasyToDigest
Summaries
Helen Trinca has captured the troubled life of Madeleine St John in this moving account of a
remarkable writer. After the death of her mother when Madeleine was just twelve, she
struggled to find her place in the world. Estranging herself from her family, she eventually
moved to London, publishing The Women in Black in her fifties.

And the Mountains EchoedA&C Black
Retired fire chief Schuyler Wallace describes and comments on the people and places
he sees, sometimes critically, sometimes comically, while traveling by railroad with his
wife, Carol, through the United States and Canada.
A novel is a story, a collection of experiences transmitted from the mind of one to the
mind of another. It offers a way to unwind, a way to focus, a way to learn about life—distraction, entertainment, and diversion. But it can also be something much more
powerful. When read at the right time in your life, a novel can—quite literally—change it.
The Novel Cure is a reminder of that power. To create this apothecary, the authors
have trawled through two thousand years of literature for the most brilliant minds and
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engrossing reads. Structured like a reference book, it allows readers to simply look up
their ailment, whether it be agoraphobia, boredom, or midlife crisis, then they are given
the name of a novel to read as the antidote.
From Germany to Beirut, the Storyteller follows the turbulent search of a son for a
father whose heart has never stopped yearning for his homeland, Lebanon.
Now everyone's favorite joke books from Rob Elliott can be found in one economical
volume! Combining his bestselling Laugh-Out-Loud Jokes for Kids, Zoolarious Animal
Jokes for Kids, and Knock-Knock Jokes for Kids, Elliott will have kids of all ages
laughing with the gut-bustingest, knee-slappingest, guffaw-inducingest, funniest
collection of clean jokes you can find. Great on car rides, at the dinner table, on the
playground, and anywhere in between, this collection of hilarity will make you and those
around you smile every day.
A passionate personal journey through two cultures in conflict Shortly after militant
Islamic terrorists destroyed the World Trade Center, Tamim Ansary of San Francisco
sent an e-mail to twenty friends, telling how the threatened U.S. reprisals against
Afghanistan looked to him as an Afghan American. The message spread, and in a few
days it had reached, and affected, millions of people-Afghans and Americans, soldiers
and pacifists, conservative Christians and talk-show hosts; for the message, written in
twenty minutes, was one Ansary had been writing all his life. West of Kabul, East of
New York is an urgent communiqué by an American with "an Afghan soul still inside
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me," who has lived in the very different worlds of Islam and the secular West. The son
of an Afghan man and the first American woman to live as an Afghan, Ansary grew up
in the intimate world of Afghan family life, one never seen by outsiders. No sooner had
he emigrated to San Francisco than he was drawn into the community of Afghan
expatriates sustained by the dream of returning to their country -and then drawn back to
the Islamic world himself to discover the nascent phenomenon of militant religious
fundamentalism. Tamim Ansary has emerged as one of the most eloquent voices on
the conflict between Islam and the West. His book is a deeply personal account of the
struggle to reconcile two great civilizations and to find some point in the imagination
where they might meet.
And the Mountains Echoed: by Khaled Hosseini | Conversation Starters A Brief Look
Inside: And the Mountains Echoed is a book about war and its long-term, widely-felt
effects. It shows how circumstances can affect the lives of people who are unaware of
how their lives and futures will be shaped by events that take place far away from them.
Abdullah and Pari live in a small village in Afghanistan and when food gets scarce, Pari
is sold off to a wealthy woman. This leads to a chain of events that affects people in farflung areas such as Afghanistan, France, Greece, and America. And the Mountains
Echoed is, at its core, a heart-wrenching story about families that are dealing with tough
circumstances and having to make tough choices... EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS
A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its pages. The characters and their world
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come alive, and the characters and its world still live on. Conversation Starters is
peppered with questions designed to bring us beneath the surface of the page and
invite us into the world that lives on. These questions can be used to... Create Hours of
Conversation: • Foster a deeper understanding of the book • Promote an atmosphere
of discussion for groups • Assist in the study of the book, either individually or
corporately • Explore unseen realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This
book you are about to enjoy is an independent resource to supplement the original
book, enhancing your experience of And the Mountains Echoed. If you have not yet
purchased a copy of the original book, please do before purchasing this unofficial
Conversation Starters.
A neglected girl's chaotic coming-of-age becomes a trending new hashtag in a novel
about growing up and getting away by an award-winning author. Underprivileged and
keenly self-aware, SoCal fourteen-year-old Layla Bailey isn't used to being noticed.
Except by mean girls who tweet about her ragged appearance. All she wants to do is
indulge in her love of science, protect her vulnerable younger brother, and steer clear of
her unstable mother. Then a school competition calls for a biome. Layla chooses her
own home, a hostile ecosystem of indoor fungi and secret shame. With a borrowed
video camera, she captures it all. The mushrooms growing in her brother's dresser. The
black mold blooming up the apartment walls. The unmentionable things living in the
dead fridge. All the inevitable exotic toxins that are Layla's life. Then the video goes
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viral. When Child Protective Services comes to call, Layla loses her family and her
home. Defiant, she must face her bullies and friends alike, on her own. Unafraid at last
of being seen, Layla accepts the mortifying reality of visibility. Now she has to figure out
how to stay whole and stand behind the truth she has shown the world.

1970s Afghanistan: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kitefighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help him. But neither
of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon, an event that
is to shatter their lives... Since its publication in 2003, The Kite Runner has sold
twenty one million copies worldwide. Through Khaled Hosseini's brilliant writing, a
previously unknown part of the world was brought to life. Now in this beautifully
illustrated, four-colour graphic novel adaptation, The Kite Runner is given a
vibrant new life which is sure to compel a new generation of readers.
The commencement speech is the most popular public address of our time,
shared every spring and remembered for years. Here, in an anthology of some of
the finest of the genre, brilliant creative minds in every sector offer their wisdom:
David Foster Wallace on living a compassionate life, Debbie Millman on the
importance of taking risks, Michael Lewis on the responsibility that good fortune
merits—and so many other greats. Some of this advice is grand (believe in the
impossible), and some of it is granular enough to check off a life list (donate five
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percent of your money or your time). All of it is universally uplifting. Handsomely
packaged with a silkscreened cloth spine and energetic typography throughout,
this book is a smart, special gift for graduates and anyone embarking on a new
adventure. Includes speeches from: Dick Costolo, Nora Ephron, Ira Glass,
Khaled Hosseini, Barbara Kingsolver, Madeleine L’Engle, Michael Lewis, Debbie
Millman, Eileen Myles, Jonathan Safran Foer, Michael Uslan, David Foster
Wallace, Bradley Whitford, and Tom Wolfe.
And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled Hosseini in a Brief Read A Summary by
Kajal Nair Warning: This is not the actual book, And the Mountains Echoed by
Khaled Hosseini. This is A Brief Read of And the Mountains Echoed by Khaled
Hosseini, as summarized and interpreted by Kajal Nair. A tale of hardships,
impossible decisions, irrevocable loss, and strained relationships, And the
Mountains Echoed is also a tale of enduring love within a family. This deeply
moving novel gives the reader a peek into the lives of a number of individuals, all
interconnected. We learn how some difficult decisions, once made, can have a
lifelong impact, all while viewing poverty, relationships, and mistakes through a
new lens. A Brief Read - Books for Busy People
A native of Bombay, Suketu Mehta gives us an insider’s view of this stunning
metropolis. He approaches the city from unexpected angles, taking us into the
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criminal underworld of rival Muslim and Hindu gangs, following the life of a bar
dancer raised amid poverty and abuse, opening the door into the inner sanctums
of Bollywood, and delving into the stories of the countless villagers who come in
search of a better life and end up living on the sidewalks. As each individual story
unfolds, Mehta also recounts his own efforts to make a home in Bombay after
more than twenty years abroad. Candid, impassioned, funny, and heartrending,
Maximum City is a revelation of an ancient and ever-changing world.
The newest Oprah’s Book Club 2.0 selection: this special eBook edition of The
Invention of Wings by Sue Monk Kidd features exclusive content, including
Oprah’s personal notes highlighted within the text, and a reading group guide.
Writing at the height of her narrative and imaginative gifts, Sue Monk Kidd
presents a masterpiece of hope, daring, the quest for freedom, and the desire to
have a voice in the world. Hetty “Handful” Grimke, an urban slave in early
nineteenth century Charleston, yearns for life beyond the suffocating walls that
enclose her within the wealthy Grimke household. The Grimke’s daughter,
Sarah, has known from an early age she is meant to do something large in the
world, but she is hemmed in by the limits imposed on women. Kidd’s sweeping
novel is set in motion on Sarah’s eleventh birthday, when she is given ownership
of ten year old Handful, who is to be her handmaid. We follow their remarkable
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journeys over the next thirty five years, as both strive for a life of their own,
dramatically shaping each other’s destinies and forming a complex relationship
marked by guilt, defiance, estrangement and the uneasy ways of love. As the
stories build to a riveting climax, Handful will endure loss and sorrow, finding
courage and a sense of self in the process. Sarah will experience crushed hopes,
betrayal, unrequited love, and ostracism before leaving Charleston to find her
place alongside her fearless younger sister, Angelina, as one of the early
pioneers in the abolition and women’s rights movements. Inspired by the
historical figure of Sarah Grimke, Kidd goes beyond the record to flesh out the
rich interior lives of all of her characters, both real and invented, including
Handful’s cunning mother, Charlotte, who courts danger in her search for
something better. This exquisitely written novel is a triumph of storytelling that
looks with unswerving eyes at a devastating wound in American history, through
women whose struggles for liberation, empowerment, and expression will leave
no reader unmoved. Please note there is another digital edition available without
Oprah’s notes. Go to Oprah.com/bookclub for more OBC 2.0 content
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Joyce’s beguiling debut is [a] modestseeming story of ‘ordinary’ English lives that enthralls and moves you as it
unfolds.”—People (four stars) IN DEVELOPMENT AS A MAJOR MOTION
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PICTURE • LONGLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE • NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST Meet Harold
Fry, recently retired. He lives in a small English village with his wife, Maureen,
who seems irritated by almost everything he does. Little differentiates one day
from the next. Then one morning a letter arrives, addressed to Harold in a shaky
scrawl, from a woman he hasn’t heard from in twenty years. Queenie Hennessy
is in hospice and is writing to say goodbye. But before Harold mails off a quick
reply, a chance encounter convinces him that he absolutely must deliver his
message to Queenie in person. In his yachting shoes and light coat, Harold Fry
embarks on an urgent quest. Determined to walk six hundred miles to the
hospice, Harold believes that as long as he walks, Queenie will live. A novel of
charm, humor, and profound insight into the thoughts and feelings we all bury
deep within our hearts, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry introduces Rachel
Joyce as a wise—and utterly irresistible—storyteller.
**Please note that this will work best on a color device and will appear in a
horizontal format** The #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The Kite
Runner, A Thousand Splendid Suns, and And the Mountains Echoed responds to
the heartbreak of the current refugee crisis with this deeply moving, beautifully
illustrated short work of fiction for people of all ages, all over the world. "Intensely
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moving. . .Powerfully evocative of the plight in which displaced populations find
themselves."– Kirkus, STARRED Review "Hosseini's story, aimed at readers of
all ages, does not dwell on nightmarish fates; instead, its emotional power flows
from the love of a father for his son."– Publishers Weekly, STARRED BOX
Review A short, powerful, illustrated book written by beloved novelist Khaled
Hosseini in response to the current refugee crisis, Sea Prayer is composed in the
form of a letter, from a father to his son, on the eve of their journey. Watching
over his sleeping son, the father reflects on the dangerous sea-crossing that lies
before them. It is also a vivid portrait of their life in Homs, Syria, before the war,
and of that city's swift transformation from a home into a deadly war zone.
Impelled to write this story by the haunting image of young Alan Kurdi, the threeyear-old Syrian boy whose body washed upon the beach in Turkey in September
2015, Hosseini hopes to pay tribute to the millions of families, like Kurdi's, who
have been splintered and forced from home by war and persecution, and he will
donate author proceeds from this book to the UNHCR (the UN Refugee Agency)
and The Khaled Hosseini Foundation to help fund lifesaving relief efforts to help
refugees around the globe. Khaled Hosseini is one of the most widely read
writers in the world, with more than fifty-five million copies of his novels sold
worldwide in more than seventy countries. Hosseini is also a Goodwill Envoy to
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the UNHCR, and the founder of The Khaled Hosseini Foundation, a nonprofit that
provides humanitarian assistance to the people of Afghanistan.
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